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This substantially revised and expanded new edition of the bestselling textbook, addresses the
difficulties that can arise with the mathematics that underpins the study of symmetry, and
acknowledges that group theory can be a complex concept for students to grasp. Written in a clear,
concise manner, the author introduces a series of programmes that help students learn at their own
pace and enable to them understand the subject fully. Readers are taken through a series of
carefully constructed exercises, designed to simplify the mathematics and give them a full
understanding of how this relates to the chemistry. This second edition contains a new chapter on
the projection operator method. This is used to calculate the form of the normal modes of vibration
of a molecule and the normalised wave functions of hybrid orbitals or molecular orbitals. The
features of this book include: * A concise, gentle introduction to symmetry and group theory * Takes
a programmed learning approach * New material on projection operators, and the calcultaion of
normal modes of vibration and normalised wave functions of orbitals This book is suitable for all
students of chemistry taking a first course in symmetry and group theory.
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I bought this book with no prior knowledge of molecular symmetry nor the mathematics of group
theory. With only the idea of stereochemistry and matrix algebra, I was hoping that this book would
help pave the way for my inorganic chemistry course over the summer. The first few pages (about
6-10 pages in) started out quite nicely, you get a comfortable feel for the author and his teaching
style- almost like a parent holding your hand and guiding you gently through the basic elements of

symmetry. Aside from a few vaguely conveyed ideas (improper rotation was not very clear), you
start to get a hang of the idea and feel comfortable with the author and his pedagogy. BUT..... once
you reach the 2nd chapter about point groups, it's as though the author left you in the middle of a
busy high-way, blindfolded, with little to no explanation why such a point group contains such
elements, etc. and how, or even why he grouped it such a way! All the new concepts in chapter 2
were just thrown at you as though you are the master of molecular symmetry. This would be alright
if the book haven't been a step-by-step guide to Molecular symmetry and Group Theory, so
basically when I got stuck with Chapter 2, I had NO clue what chapter 3 was talking about and
because I don't know chapter 3, I could forget about Chapter 4, and so on... Unfortunate! That's one
word I want to convey about this book. It's unfortunate that the author just got tired of explaining
better after chapter 1, and assumed that everyone is the master of molecular symmetry after an
excellent introduction. It got my hopes up and let it down as soon as I got to chapter 2. If this is the
"easiest" way to learn molecular symmetry, I don't know how people learn it in the past.
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